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The industry's leading professional reference for four decades--fully revised and updated 

Construction Contracting remains a bestseller in the construction industry forty years after its first

publication. A cornerstone of the construction professional's library, this text presents the

hard-to-find information essential to successfully managing a construction business, and applies to

building, heavy civil, high-tech, and industrial construction endeavors alike.  This new Seventh

Edition features important changes in construction insurance, tax law, labor law, and bonding and

surety. It includes: * Contemporary contracting methods such as design/build and best

value/competitive negotiation * Computer assisted estimating, project accounting, scheduling, and

document control * Emerging technologies such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS) * Critical

updates to standard construction contracts, including the American Institute of Architects (AIA), the

Construction Management Association of America (CMAA), the Associated General Contractors of

America (AGC), and the Design Build Institute of America (DBIA)   Construction Contracting also

features expanded coverage of such basics as business ownership and company organization, cost

estimating, bidding procedures and strategies, project time and cost management, labor relations,

and project safety.  This edition incorporates many special features, including new and updated

contracting forms, the latest Construction Industry Arbitration Rules, a companion Web site, and a

CD-ROM containing a complete library of forms from the AIA, AGC, and Engineers Joint Contract

Documents Committee.  Construction Contracting, Seventh Edition is a complete working resource

for the construction professional in the field or office and an indispensable preparatory tool for

students.
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This book is a legendary classic in the field of general construction and is a must for personnel

involved in construction management, general contracting and professional consulting. It covers all

aspects of construction from company organization, estimating, field procedures, cost control,

changes, punchlist, claims, labor relations and safety. The appendix contains reference standard

documents and contract boilerplate from the AIA, AGC and others. It would take 20 years of work in

the construction field to obtain the knowledge that this book can help to provide. This text is a must

for all construction professionals.

Got this as a text book for a class literally called "Construction Contracting". It is a pretty thorough

overview of the entire industry, from contracts to financing to corporate structure. I'll definitely be

keeping this book as a future reference throughout my career in construction and contracting.

Although not an easy read, this book makes an excellent reference. It covers just about anything

you would want to know and in detail. I would recommend it to anyone just starting out in the

construction industry.

Purchased this book for a class. It covers a lot of material, but is suprisingly easy to read. It presents

the information in clear and easily understood manner. Great book for anyone looking to get started

in the construction industry.

This book is really informative and helpful for grasping all the aspects for construction contracting,

but it's incredibly boring unless paired with practical applications. In other words where typical

textbooks would attempt illustrations to assist the reader in comprehension this book makes no

such attempt. Also, the sections of the chapters could be better organised. Some of the sections

should become subsections for better comprehension. The information is all there and the author

has done a thorough job, it just needs more to assist in teaching.

Great price for the booki needed, I needed the book for my class and was just like described. Would

recommend to anyone. The book itself is great and very useful. Just reminded me to bring it to my



office.

This is likely the worst written textbook I have ever come across. It's almost as if the author(s)

simply copied random lines out of some law encyclopedia and spliced them all together. If you're a

teacher in CM, don't put your students through the torture of this guys prose.

Arrived in good condition. Should your professor choose not to use this book as an example of

wasted money, I have a couple of suggestions for tossing that back in his/her face: it makes a good

paperweight (because we still use paper on occasion, and dorms can be drafty when your

neighbors illicitly have the windows open) and acceptable desk pillow (no more faces full of spiral

notebook rings, just an oddly smushed side), it smashes wayward bugs into gooey oblivion, and it is

a comparatively soft surface to bang your head on when you're sick of school about 2/3 of the way

through the semester.
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